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ere I am writing this Newsletter with vintage on top of us; not the cleverest thing I’ve ever done, and 
I’m afraid that will mean simplifying the format of the Newsletter slightly. But, really, there wasn’t much

choice. I wanted the 2003 Reds to have more time in bottle and I also wanted the wines to settle so that I could
write a full and honest tasting note – but more about that later.

This has been both a busy and exciting year. Our wines continue to receive accolades and wonderful reviews
from the Press, but, more importantly for me, we are receiving lots and lots of letters and emails from you our
customers telling us how much you’re enjoying our wines.

In June 2004 we were again invited to show our wine at an invitation-only biodynamic tasting in New York
showing the ‘who’s who’ of the wine world. This was really a great honour considering only three Australian
Producers were invited: Jasper Hill; Cullens and ourselves. Biodynamics is a system of agriculture first espoused by
Rudolf Steiner in the early part of the 20th century. It is, I think, the way of the future and should never be confused
with simple organics; they are not the same at all.

In November 2004 Biodynamic Agriculture Australia, the major biodynamic farming organisation here in
Australia, held a conference-cum-forum on biodynamic viticulture here at our Beechworth campus of La Trobe
University – a world first. It was an exciting event and brought together some of the most esteemed biodynamic
wine-growers and would-be biodynamic growers from around the world. One of the highlights was a tasting of
over sixty of the world’s best biodynamic wines. These included wines from DRC, Leroy, Coulee de Serrant,
Domaine Leflaivre, Domaine Trappet, as well as Australia’s own Cullens, Jasper Hill, Castagna, and of course
many many more both from Australia and abroad. Visit www.biodynamics.net.au/wine_forum_2004/index.htm

for information about the forum and a full list of wines shown. 

Max Allen in Gourmet Traveller said of the tasting,“One of the highlights of the Beechworth forum was a tasting 
of wines from around the world made from biodynamic grapes. It was one of the most remarkable tastings I have ever
experienced. The majority of wines were excellent. They entered your nostrils, sat on your tongue and demanded to be
noticed – and then snuggled down softly in your memory. Each had a brightness, a clarity, a personality, a soul.”

Campbell Mattinson in Winefront Monthly of the same tasting said,“One thing that was clear was: there are some
fantastic wines being produced with these methods, results that would stand tall against any class of wine from anywhere.
It was a fantastic tasting, the likes of which I’m not likely to see repeated in a hurry.”

Biodynamics truly is the way of the future and the wine world should ignore it at its peril.

Another great excitement was Carolann being elected in to the esteemed Italian wine society ‘Le Donne del
Vino’. The membership of this organisation includes the very best of female Italian wine-producers; membership is
by invitation only. There are only ten members outside of Italy and only two in Australia – an invitation to be a
member is a great honour; congratulations Carolann.

Now to our Wines...
There will be no Genesis or La Chiave released of the 2003 vintage. The vintage conditions were such that the

wine doesn’t qualify for the names Genesis or La Chiave. These are our Cru wines and will only be released when
we believe they live up to their well-justified reputation. It is quite common in Italy, for example, to release a second
wine in such a vintage. Everybody is well aware that the second wine has been made with the fruit normally
reserved for the Cru wines and the wines are therefore eagerly sought-out as they are released at an appropriate
discount. We have decided to follow this tradition and so the fruit destined for Genesis, will be released as Sauvage.
If you remember, we did a similar thing in the 2000 vintage and at its price-point the 2000 Sauvage proved to 
be our most sought-after wine that year. If I can plagiarise the words of one of our long-standing customers, ‘Yes okay,
it’s not Genesis but it is still very much Castagna’. 
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So, our offering on the red side is one wine only, it is called Sauvage and we offer it at a substantial discount.
Make no mistake, this wine is well-worth having and fantastic value for money.

TAST ING NOTE :  CASTAGNA 2003 SAUVAGE 

The 2003 vintage was, to say the least, atypical. It was so so hot, day and night, day after
day night after night – not exactly cool-climate viticulture. The wine therefore shows an array
of rich, ripe, plumy flavours but lacks the complexity, finesse and vitality that is the norm in
our normal cooler vintages. However, the final blend, a combination of most of the shiraz with

one barrel of Sangiovese – shows considerable flavour and will drink well over the short to medium term, providing both
enjoyment and excellent value. A powerful earthiness dominate this wine with tones of saddle leather, dried herbs and
violets – it talks powerfully of the land from whence it came. The fruit is rich plum with charry overtones, the palate is
dominated by sweet red fruit and as always in Castagna, very fine grain tannins – in spite of the almost unbearably hot
vintage I believe it is great value.

We are also releasing in this Newsletter the Castagna 2004 Ingénue which follows on from the wonderful
2003 and although perhaps ever so slightly broader on the palate, is wonderful and without doubt amongst the
very best Viogniers available in Australia. Very moorish this wine.

TAST ING NOTE :  CASTAGNA 2004 INGÉNUE

A tantalising wine with intriguing flavours. Quite intense lime blossom – the curious element
of the vintage – pairs well with the more normal expected apricot flavours. 
A dab of musk, a splash of wet stone and a twist of vanilla adds the final touches. 
Rich in texture and full in flavour, the Ingénue 2004 is a tad more precocious than the 2003

Ingénue. Spicy oak notes provide the final seasoning that compliments the rich, apricot, lime and vanilla flavours. More
buxom in its proportions but still very much with the X-factor appeal.

Also being released is the Castagna 2004 Allegro which is back to the wonderful standard of the 2002. This
wine was released earlier to Castagna Club members and customers on our email list, so if you want some please
be quick, there’s not much left.

TAST ING NOTE :  CASTAGNA 2004 ALLEGRO

A welcome return to the fragrance and vitality that was the hallmark of the 2002. Wild
strawberries mingle with red cherries, with just a whiff of funk in the background, along side
the ever-growing presence of rose petals. The aroma and deep salmon-pink colour heralds a rosé
of substance. And in this instance, the main fare is up to the fanfare announced by the bouquet.

The richly textured palate with abundant red-fruit notes inlaid together with the tingling ripple of acidity and lightest
brush of tannin lives up to its beautiful perfume. It finishes joyously, with a spicy-fruity tang that lingers forever on the
palate – utterly delicious.

s this is such a limited release, we will re-release from our MUSEUM STOCK , a very small amount 
of both the 2001 and 2002 Genesis which will be sold on a first-come-first-served basis. Both wines

have received enthusiastic third-party endorsements some of which are available on our web-site. 

We also propose to PRE -RELEASE ON INDENT , wine that is still in barrel – five barrels of the
2004 Genesis and two barrels of the 2004 La Chiave. 2004 was a truly wondrous year at Castagna and
in my opinion both wines are exceptional. That small portion will be released at a pre-bottling price of at
least ten dollars per bottle off their final release price in 2006. Again, this will be very much a first-come-first-
served offer and will only be available at this indent price till 28 May 2005.
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Cas tagna
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750ml
wine of australia. 14.0% alc/vol. www.castagna.com.au
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wine of australia. 13.5% alc/vol. www.castagna.com.au
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